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Abstract- The study of customer expectations in Interior Design company is analyzed with various questionnaires is made 

to make the proper sales progress for the company and to find out the need of the clients to fulfill the expectations in order 

to provide best customer experience in the long term. This study is essential to stay ahead of the competition in the interior 

design market where huge number of organizations started to focus for creating the best impact in the overall interior design 

solution according to the needs of the customer. The customer expectations among the various cities in India such as Tier 1 

and Tier 2 cities has enhanced in the past two decades, hence it is absolutely essential for the organizations to have a clear 

idea on what the customer expects in the current interior requirement along with service and long term client and 

organization bond for the latter upgrade process in home interiors.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The market for interior design in India is growing because of urbanization, rising pay levels, and increase in population. Smart home 

innovation, social media effect, and changes in ways of life and expectations for everyday comforts are a few different reasons 

impacting the rising requirement for inside plan administrations. The quantity of interior deisgners and architects working in India's 

Level I and Level II urban communities is likewise expanding because of expanded interests here. The Indian inside plan business is 

additionally developing as various architect organizations enter the country's interior design sector. Clients will be searching for a 

designer that is imaginative and flexible in the work they produce. They know about the way that they are effective financial planning 

a ton of time, confidence and cash into this functioning relationship, hence there should be figuring out on the two closures. Client 

expectation analysis gives us important data to drive the business forward. By distinguishing client sections, and understanding the 

necessities of various clients, we'll have the option to make significant experiences and draw in the right clients. 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

Wherever The background of the study is made with several questionnaires raised with the clients based on their expectations in 

several variations in needs along with the motive to provide the best solution for the clients in the long term to enhance the sales 

process. In order for business organizations to run smoothly, designers need to understand what expectations clients have and the 

necessary tools that they can operate, the timeline, and the expected budget to get the work done. The following content establishes 

a strong foundational essential questionnaires & article references in order to find the right solution for the home need based on the 

interior design company vision. Clients have specific requirements for their homes and they trust designers to help reach them. 

However, in order for a designer to best serve their clients, it’s significant they have a thorough understanding of exactly what the 

client wants in the long term. 

 

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

• The main goal is to improve the effectiveness, accessibility, functionality and aesthetic appeal of an environment in a way that 

ensures the safe and optimal occupation and use of the interior space. 

• Exceed customers’ expectations for long-lasting service and product. 

• To find out the gaps where customer find difficult to execute the design areas for their dream home project. 

• To solve the queries of the customers in a better way. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

• Descriptive Research Design 

Sample Design 

• Simple random sampling 

Tools For Analyses 

• Questionnaires 

• Surveys 

• Observations 

Method Of Data Collection 

   • Primary Data Collection 
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 
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INTERPRETATION 

• Shows customer’s strong preference for dedicated Interior Design company than compared to Freelance Architects 

• End-to-End full design for home is the majority preference here 

• Customer prefers wide range of colours for their dream home project. 

• Majority Customers makes the decision along with their family members 

• 6-8 Lakh is the majority budget category in Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities. 

• Civil work needs to be done for the better customer engagement 

• False ceiling is one of the major highlights of Interior design and hence required in order to enhance the overall outlook. 

• Plywood is the most preferred core material by customers due to its long-lasting durability and strength. 

• Lights provide a bright outlook which enhances the aesthetic appearance of modular units in a premium way and hence the majority 

of the customers prefer lights in their modular units. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

• Company should provide the best modular units as per the customer’s budget to tackle the competition. 

• Company should recommend a laminate finish as it is cost-effective and can deliver great results for Interior design with various 

types of laminates such as glossy, matte, stone, fabric, textured, wooden, leatherette and special editions. 

• Company needs to execute the Interior project at the earliest for the customer’s expected delivery date. 

• Company needs to Leverage the core material advantage of Plywood against the competition 

• Company should Prioritize civil works in case of potential customer needs to tackle competition against the carpenters and architects 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

From the study on customer expectations in Interior design companies, we can able to find out the essential needs of the customers 

that can provide great service of products and long-lasting growth for the organization. The industry scenario in the Indian and global 

market analysis enhances the alignment level of Interior design companies to set the standards to the segment of various customers 

in the current scenario. Thus, the study enhances the overall sales process of providing the best solution to meet customer expectations. 
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